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1. Foreword 
Purpose of this manual is to inform both the technical personnel responsible of the 
installation (manufacturer or who overhauls the press brakes, from now on pointed out for 
easiness in writing only with the term of manufacturer) and the user of the machine, where 
the device will be installed, about the operations of assembly, installation, use and 
maintenance of the equipment. The information relevant to the use of the machine must be 
integrated with the information contained in this document. The instructions are addressed 
to the manufacturer’s personnel charged to integrate the equipment into the press and to 
the user’s personnel of the press who executes the normal working operations, once the 
device is installed (use, adjustment, maintenance, etc.). The installation of the device 
presupposes a minimum technical knowledge and even the compliance with the current 
laws relevant to the safety in the working places and to the fire prevention. 
 
The manual must be kept, both by the manufacturer and by the user of the machine, with 
care and in a place such to be immediately available each time it is necessary. 
 
Contact Nuova Elettronica for clarifications, explanations or to ask for possible additional 
copies or updates of the manual itself. 
Nuova Elettronica reserves the right to execute changes to the production and to the 
manual without the obligation to update the production and the previous manuals. 

1.1. General Information 

This manual has been issued by the manufacturer of the equipment and constitutes an 
integral part of the equipment itself. 
 
It defines the purpose which the equipment has been manufactured for and all the 
information in order to ensure a correct and safe utilization. 
Nuova Elettronica, in pursuing a policy of constant development and update of the product 
and combining the evolution of the “state-of-the-art” of the laser safety devices for the press 
brakes, can make changes without any notice. 
Nuova Elettronica declines any responsibility for changes made to the device by the user. 
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2. Symbols used in the manual 
The important information has been highlighted and accompanied by the word: 
 

 

Warning: 

Lack of reading this information can cause serious dangers for the 
operator 

 

 

Residual risk: 

The information signals a risk which had been impossible to eliminate 

 
 

 
 

Caution: 

Indicates a situation of possible danger which, if not avoided, can cause 
minor damages 

 
 

 

Information: 

 

Additional information not relevant to safety 

 
Technical information of major importance is highlighted with bold font. 
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3. Warranty 
The manufacturer ensures his own products for a period of 12 months from the sale date. 
The warranty covers the parts of the device, if it is demonstrated that they are faulty in 
materials or assembly, respecting the following conditions: 
 
1) With warranty we mean the replacement of all those parts which have been found 

faulty for manufacturing in conditions of normal use. 
 Warranty is not valid if not accompanied by the copy of the invoice attesting the 

purchase. 
 Moreover, the warranty is not valid in the following cases: 

 a) any kind of tampering of the device; 
b) use of the device in modes not in compliance with the warnings reported in this 

manual; 
c) damages caused by the not suitability of the environment where the device 

works and phenomena not depending on the normal operation (e.g.: wrong 
voltage or frequency values of the mains); 

d) repair interventions carried out by persons or Technical Service Centres not 
authorized by Manufacturer; 

2) The costs and the risks of the transport, of the packaging and of the possible labor 
necessary for this purpose are at Purchaser’s charge. 

3) The replacement of the device, as even the extension of the warranty after the 
intervention for fault, is excluded. 

4) No refund is foreseen for the possible inactivity period of the device during the period 
necessary for the repair. 

4. Technical Service 
Technical and Repair Service, as the replies to the request of specific information or 
explanations, are provided directly by the equipment manufacturer: 

 

NUOVA ELETTRONICA s.n.c. di Pasqui F. & C. 
Via Parri ZI Moiano - 06062 Città Della Pieve - PG - ITALIA - UE 
Tel. : +39 (0)578 298066    Fax: +39 (0)578 297007 
web: www.nuova-elettronica.com 
e-mail: info@nuova-elettronica.com 
 

http://www.nuova-elettronica.com/
mailto:info@nuova-elettronica.com
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6. Safety precautions 

6.1. Signals of residual risks 

 The device DSP LASER has been designed with the aim to eliminate or reduce as most 
as possible any risk for the user; however in case of improper use, conditions of limited 
danger, which cannot be completely eliminated, could occur. Possible residual risks are 
indicated in the following chapters of this manual. 

6.2. Precautions 

 The operations of installation, test and maintenance of DSP LASER must be executed 
only by qualified personnel who must strictly respect the instructions reported in this 
manual. 

6.3. Dangers of electrical kind 

 Place the connection cables in such a way to avoid accidental contacts with objects 
which can damage them (hot, sharp, abrasive). 

 

 Do not use the device in case of damaged connections cables. 
 

 Avoid the connection cables enter in contact with water or wet surfaces. 

 

6.4. Prohibitions 

 Connecting other equipment to the power supply of DSP LASER provided by the 
AL modules is forbidden. 
This operation could generate an overload for the transformer, so compromising the 
correct operation of it and of the circuits for the emission and the reception of the laser 
beam and, as consequence, the device control functions. 

 

 Opening of the devices 
Given the typical function of the device, opening the TX, RX and AL containers and, 
least of all, attempting repair operations, is forbidden. The laser beam used by this 
device can be dangerous for the sight, if exposed. For the repairs, call only Nuova 
Elettronica. 
TX and RX must be opened only to connect the cables to the relevant clamps or to 
dismount the device which must be sent to repair. In order to execute this operation, 
only the rear cover must be removed. 

 

6.5. Checks 

 Check the operating voltage of the device before using it. 
The operating voltage has to match the voltage of the local power grid. The operating 
voltage is indicated over the plate located on the TX and RX modules or on the AL 
module, if used. 
The device is not disconnected from the power grid until the TX, RX and, if used, AL 
modules are physically connected to the electric panel , even if the device looks like off. 
Make sure that, if the ALdc or DSPdc is used, the power is derived from a  power supply 
device classified PELV. 
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 Stop immediately using the device in case of penetration of liquids or objects in it. 
Disconnect the device and make it is checked by qualified personnel. 
In order to disconnect the device, refer to the procedure described in the chapter 
relevant to the removal of the device. 

 

6.6. Spare parts 

The spare parts can be provided only by Nuova Elettronica. 

6.7. Decommissioning 

When you decide not to use the device DSP LASER anymore because obsolete or 
irreparably faulted, execute the decommissioning making the device itself not operating and 
free from dangers. Seal the device inside a robust package and provide to its disposal 
operating in compliance with the current laws, asking to the local bodies charged for these 
operations. 
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7. Key 
 

DSP LASER  
 

= Initials of this device; 

ALdc, AL1B, AL2B = Initials of the power supply module. The versions ALdc and AL2B include 
even the two OSSD with relay; 

ESPE = Electro-Sensitive Protective Equipment; 

OSSD = Output Signal Switching Devices; 

TX = Initials of the transmitter, part of DSP LASER, which generates and 
radiates the light beam; 

RX = Initials of the receiver, part of DSP LASER, which includes the sensitive 
function, the check and command function and the LED; 

REDUNDANCY = Use of more than one device or system or parts of them with the aim to 
ensure that, in case of fault of a single component in the execution of its 
function, another component can execute that function; 

MONITORING = Safety function ensuring that a safety measure intervenes if the capacity 
of a component or an element in the execution of its function is 
decreased; 

DETECTION AREA 
 

= Area within which the specified test piece will be detected; 

DETECTION 
CAPACITY 
 

= Minimum size of the test piece able to be detected; 

RECEPTION AREA 
 

= Area within which the beam generated by the transmitter is detected by 
the receiver; 

LEAD TIME = Maximum time between the moment when the test piece is inserted in the  
detection area and the moment when the two OSSD switch to OFF state; 

STATE OFF 
 

= State where the output circuit (OSSD) is open and cuts the current flow or 
is at potential 0V if we consider the solid state outputs; 

STATE ON 
 

= State where the output circuit (OSSD) is closed and allows the current 
flow or is at potential 24V if we consider the solid state outputs; 

COLLIMATION = Procedure allowing the alignment of the laser beam generated by TX at 
the reception area of RX; 

BENDING LINE 
 

= Line pointed out by the tip of the punch along all the press; 

BENDING AXIS = 
 

Axis of the section perpendicular to the punch length; 

BENDING 
SURFACE 

= Surface of sliding of the bending line during the movement of the punch; 

 
OVERTRAVEL 

 
= 

 
Space covered by the mobile member after the interception of the 
detection area of DSP LASER, defined in this manual even with the term:  
”STOP SPACE”; 

SAFETY 
DISTANCE 
 

= Distance between the punch tip and the lower edge of the detection area, 
equal to the sum of the maximum overtravel plus 5 mm; 

INHIBITION = Automatic and temporary interruption of the safety function by the parts of 
the command system relevant to the safety. 

BLANKING 
 

= Function inhibiting part of the detection area; 

PMSM = Maximum Top Dead Centre: highest point of the stroke reachable by the 
mobile cross-bar. 
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PMS = Top Dead Centre: highest point of the stroke generally set by the numeric 
control, to achieve the wished bend. 

PCV = Speed Change Point: point of the closing stroke where the change from 
fast approaching speed to working speed, lower than or equal to 10 
mm/sec, takes place. 

PMI = Bottom Dead Centre: lowest point of the stroke of the mobile cross-bar 
generally set by the numeric control, to achieve the wished bend. 

 
 

8. Planning safety measures 
The device DSP LASER has been designed following the indications provided by the rules: 
 
CEI EN 61496-1:2014 and CEI EN 61496-2:2014, it can be classified as ESPE of type 4. 
ISO 13849-1,  it can be classified as PL=e; SIL3. 

 
The laser contained in DSP LASER is classified as CLASS 1M according to the rule CEI EN 
60825-1:2015. 

 
DSP LASER, if correctly installed and used as described in this Manual, is in compliance 
with the prescriptions of: 

 

 Machinery Directive 2006/42/CE and relevant rules and reference specifications: 
o CEI EN 61496-1:2014 and CEI EN 61496-2:2015 
o UNI EN 12100:2010,   
      EN 12622:2014, CEI EN 60204-1:2006, CEI EN 60825-1:2015 
 

 Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/UE and relevant reference rules 
o CEI EN 61496-1:2014 
o CEI EN 60204-1:2006 

 

 Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 2014/30/UE and relevant reference rules 
o CEI EN 61496-1:2014 
o CEI EN 61000-6-3 :2007 + A1:2011 e IEC 61000-6-2 :2016 
 

 The transformer has been designed in compliance with the rule CEI EN 61558-
1:2006.  
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The transmitter generates the emission of a modulated visible laser light which, reaching 
the receiver, creates a detection area and make this activates the passage to the state ON 
of the two OSSD. We underline that the activation of the receiver is made possible only by 
the emission generated by the transmitter which is electrically connected to. An emission 
generated by an identical transmitter, but not electrically connected with the receiver cannot 
activate it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8.1 Principle scheme 
 

In “state ON” the device DSP LASER is in the phase of active control of the equipment 
during its operation, while in “state OFF” DSP LASER has already intervened on the 
equipment, deactivating its command mechanisms due to the occurrence of a possible 
danger condition, the intrusion of an element into the detection area.   
 
DSP LASER is realized with:  

 two independent microprocessors to implement the function of control of the detection 
area, of command of the outputs and, in general, of monitoring of the system; 

 

 two safety solid-state OSSD switching devices protected against the short-circuit. 
 
This type of circuit presents an high redundancy level, with double circuits, which ensures 
what required by the rule CEI EN 61496-1:2014 to a ESPE device of type 4; in detail, in the 
normal operation the two OSSD switch to state OFF (in the lead times), when one of the 
following conditions occurs: 
 

 an intrusion in the detection area 

 a lack of power supply 

 after 30 hours of continue operation 
 
In any condition of dangerous fault of DSP LASER itself, at least one of the two OSSD 
switches to state OFF (in the lead times) and maintains this state until when the defect has 
been removed.  
 
The device DSP LASER is provided with a control circuit which, if interfaced with proper 
position detectors installed on the press-brake, can implement a function of automatic 
monitoring of the overtravel in compliance with EN 12622:2014. 

TX RX     LASER BEAM 
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9. Introduction 
The safety device DSP LASER is a visible laser emission guard which, inserted in a more 
general control system, contributes to protect the operator in the use of press brakes for the 
cold working of the metals and is constituted by:  

 

 one transmitter DSP LASER TX powered at 24Vac or 24Vdc,  

 one receiver DSP LASER RX powered at 24Vac or 24Vdc which moreover includes: 
the logic for the control of the operation modes, the function of automatic monitoring of 
the overtravel and the two solid-state outputs OSSD, 

 one DSP LASER AL module (optional) with a series of variations. 
 

Each of them is enclosed within its own case. 
 
The activation of the receiver is made possible only by the emission generated by the 
transmitter, which is electrically connected to by the synchronism. An emission generated 
by an identical transmitter, but not electrically connected with the receiver, cannot activate 
it. 
 
Main task of “DSP LASER” is detecting, within the limits defined by the detection capacity of 
the instrument, the intrusion of any opaque physical element into the “detection area”. The 
detection area can be defined as a “laser light solid” which starts from the transmitter and 
arrives to the receiver and whose section is represented in Fig. 9.1. The interruption of the 
laser beams illuminating the receiving elements, causes the detection of the occurred 
interruption. The detection of the interruption of one or more of the receiving elements is 
then managed by the system to issue or not the passage to state OFF of the OSSD outputs. 
The device has been then designed to activate, in dangerous conditions, the functions for 
the stop of the movement of the dangerous parts. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9.1 Whole detection area 
 

These functions have been realized providing, in output from the two OSSD, two different 
ON/OFF electrical signals. The state ON corresponds to the condition for which the DSP 
LASER system does not detect the conditions for which the downwards movement of the 
machine must be inhibited or stopped, while the state OFF detects them. Various can be 
the causes for which the outputs are set to the state OFF. The main ones are: the lack of 
collimation between the two TX and RX components (caused, for example, by the intrusion 
of an element into the detection area), the lack of power supply to DSP LASER, 30 hours of 
continue operation, failed check of the stop space, failure of the DSP LASER equipment 
itself. 
The main causes of fault or wrong operation are signalled by a precise configuration of the 
LEDs present in RX. For information see par.12.1. 
The OSSD outputs, properly inserted in the electric circuit of command of the dangerous 
part of the equipment, enable, in ON state, the possibility to command the movement (start 
function) and, vice versa, to inhibit or stop it in OFF state (stop function). 
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At last, the management of the procedures of stop, suspension and reactivation of the 
machine are entrusted to the main control board of the machine itself. 
DSP LASER is available in more versions which differ for the following main characteristics: 

 

 Blanking type: “Stop&Go” or with “Enabling by operator” 

 Central receiver: optional or in different positions, allowing the use with machines 
whose stop space is included within ranges of different values 

 Function of check, at switch-on, of the presence/absence of the stop space 

 24Vdc power supply for TX and RX modules 

 24Vdc power module and OSSD relay outputs (ALdc) 

 Power supply module with filter and power supply transformer by 220Vac or 24Vac 
(AL1B) 

 Power supply module with filter and power supply transformer by 220Vac or 24Vac 
and OSSD outputs with relay (AL2B) 

 
The codes identifying RX module of DSP LASER with the corresponding configuration are: 
 

 
The codes identifying TX module of DSP LASER with the corresponding configuration are: 
 

 
 

RX  x  x  x  x 

A : Blanking mode “Enabling by Operator” 
B : Blanking mode “Stop & Go” 
See Chp. 10.1.3 Pag. 14 

            
           0 : Opt. Rec. Ele absent   S.A.: between 0 and  7mm 
           2 : Opt. Rec. Ele present  S.A.: between 3 and  14mm 
           See Chp. 10.1.4 Pag. 25 

0 : Function STOP SPACE CHECK ABSENT 
1 : Function STOP SPACE CHECK PRESENT 
See Chp. 10.1.4 Pag. 25 

RX : Receiver module 

0 : Function   RESTART INTERLOCK   ABSENT 
1 : Function   RESTART INTERLOCK   PRESENT  
See Chp. 10.1.5 Pag. 29 

 

TX  x 

TX : Transmitter Module 

0 : TX suitable to RX with option 0 of S.A. 
(0: when RXA0xx or RXB0xx is used) 
1 : TX suitable to RX with option 2 of S.A.  
(1: when RXA2xx o RXB2xx is used) 
 

   dc : 24Vdc power supply 
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The codes identifying AL module of DSP LASER with the corresponding configuration are: 
 

 
The examples here below help to order the proper DSP model.  
If you wish to order one DSP LASER module for a machine with stopping distance of 
10mm, out-of-stroke test, anti-repetition pedal, Blanking of type A and 24Vdc power supply, 
the proper code to order is: RX A211 DC. 
As consequence, you have to associate the transmitter TX 1. 
If you wish the solid state outputs, the auxiliary AL module is not necessary. Otherwise, if 
you wish the relay outputs, even the ALdc module has to be ordered. 
 
If you wish to order one DSP LASER module for a machine with stopping distance of 3mm, 
WITHOUT  out-of-stroke test, WITHOUT anti-repetition pedal, with Blanking of type B and 
230Vac power supply, the proper code to order is: RX B000. 
As consequence, you have to associate the transmitter TX 0. 
If you wish the solid state outputs, the auxiliary module AL1B 230Vac will be necessary. 
Otherwise, if you wish the relay outputs, the AL2B 230Vac module shall be ordered. 
For the details relevant to the electrical connection of DSP LASER, see chapter 13.4. 
 

9.1. Operating cycle of a bending press-brake 

Here below the operating diagram of the working cycle of a hydraulic bending press-brake 
with closing from above is schematically presented.   

 

States of the cycle Abbreviation     Cycle 

Maximum top dead centre 
 
Top dead centre 

PMSM 
 

PMS 
 

 

Speed change point PCV  

Decompression point PD  

Bottom dead centre PMI  

 
The normal operating cycle foresees the start from the top dead centre (PMS), which does 
not necessarily coincide with the maximum top dead centre (PMSM); in fact, in order to 
minimize the down times, the stroke of the mobile table is generally limited to the possible 
minimum value compatibly with the shape, the size and the bends to execute on the piece. 
The pressure of a dead-man device (generally a pedal) commands the closing movement 
with fast speed (faster than 10 mm/s) up to PCV, where the speed is automatically 
decreased to a value lower than or equal to 10 mm/s. This speed limit is kept for the entire 
closing stroke under the PCV until the end of the pressing action. Once the decompression 
is ended, the punch automatically goes to the PMS. 
 

 

AL  x 
dc : Module powered at 24Vdc, relay OSSD 
1B : Module with power supply transformer of 230Vac or 

24Vac and network filter 
2B : Module with power supply transformer of 230Vac or 24Vac, network 

filter and OSSD with relay (1NA contact for each output) 

 

AL : Power supply Module 
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DSP LASER is connected to the press command circuit in such a way that, if intercepted, it 
stops the mobile table only during the fast approaching phase (from PMSM/PMS to PCV). 
In this way, it ensures the safety of the operator against the mechanical dangers (due to the 
approaching movement of the punch to the die) in the area of the dies: 

 squashing and/or cutting danger between the punch itself and the die or the piece in 
work. 

 
During the working phase (speed lower than or equal to 10 mm\sec), going from PCV to 
PMI, the system is inhibited and does not protect the operator against the danger described 
in the previous point and from the dangers relevant to the movement of the piece in working 
under the pressing strength of the punch: 

 danger of squashing among the tools, between the piece and the upper tool or 
between the piece and the mobile table; 

 danger of crash of the piece (bending movement). 
 
In the same way, during the opening movement of the tools, the protection system is 
inhibited. The physical arrangement of the detection area, placed under the upper tool, 
makes the system cannot give protection against the dangers due to opening movement, 
among which: 

 danger of squashing between mobile table and fixed parts of the press-brake; 

 danger of crash due to the fall of the worked piece. 
 

9.2. Foreseen use of the DSP LASER device 

The DSP LASER device has been designed to create, by means of the laser beam emitted 
by the transmitter and picked up by the receiver, a detection area (volume) for the 
protection of the operator who enters in it. 
 

 

Warning: 

DSP LASER provides protection to the operator only stopping the 
movements in progress of the upper table. Then, it cannot be used in 
case of projection of material. Then pay special attention to the 
choice of the material to work, of the tools and to the possible 
presence of foreign bodies within the tool movement area. The 
transparent tools entering the detection area are not detected. 

 
The device has been designed and manufactured in order to ensure protection to the 
operator, who accesses in front of the die area of a bending press-brake, against the 
dangers due to the movement of the mobile table during the high-speed downstroke phase. 
The interception of the DSP LASER detection area by the operator during the fast closing 
movement stops the movement of the mobile table before the tool fixed to it can reach the 
operator, who however must know the risks relevant to the work on this type of press-
brakes. Anyway, the device does not replace the necessary training of the personnel and 
information about the residual risks highlighted in chp. 11 Residual risks. 

The correct use of the device foresees the mechanical installation of the transmitter and of 
the receiver on the upper table in such a way that the detection area is located near the 
punch. In case of machine with closing from above, the system moves with the mobile table. 
The electrical installation must be based on the detection of the continuity/interruption of the 
detection area which determines the state ON / OFF of two electrical signals made available 
by DSP LASER and which can be used for the control of the dangerous movements of the 
press-brake. 
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Whichever use different from those clearly allowed and pointed out in this use and 
maintenance manual of DSP LASER is, and must be considered, forbidden; because of 
these utilisations not allowed and/or unforeseen by NUOVA ELETTRONICA s.n.c. of Pasqui 
F. & C., any type of explicit or implicit form of warranty expires, as even any responsibility 
for possible accidents which could occur. 

 

9.3. Operating principle    

The sensors present on the receiver, as depicted in the cross-section view of Fig 9.2, being 
illuminated by the laser light emitted by the transmitter, form the detection area located 
under the upper tool of the press-brake and which moves with this, being mechanically fixed 
to it.  

 
 

Fig 9.2 Detection areas placed on the machine 
 

The protection horizontal surface is located, from the top of the tool, at a safety distance 
equal to the stop space of the machine + 5mm.; it is then clear that the safety area 
precedes the movement of the upper tool of a such space to allow the tool can be stopped 
without squashing any opaque object possibly present between it and the lower tool. In fact, 
the object possibly present under the protection area, once penetrated the area, would 
issue the command to stop the machine, which stops within a space called “stop space”. As 
the command would have been issued at a distance equal to “stop space”+ 5mm, the tool 
would ends its stroke at 5mm from the object which has possibly entered the protection 
area, without even brushing against it. 
For machine with stop space greater than 7mm and up to 18mm, the device with optional 
central sensor must be used, in such a way to ensure the operator cannot put the fingers 
between the tip of the upper tool and the protection area without these are detected. 
The detection area is subdivided in three different areas: a front area (towards the 
operator), a central area (under the tip of upper tool slightly moved towards rear part of the 
press-brake) and a rear area (towards the rear of the press-brake). 
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Area Task 

frontal It protects the operator’s fingers too close to the working area; moreover it protects 
against the risk of squashing between the die edge and the tip of the upper tool. 
This area can be inhibited for specific workings. 
 

central It protects the operator against the squashing between the tip of the upper tool and the 
sheet/die. 
 

rear It forbids the squashing between the tip of the upper tool and the backgauges. 
This area can be inhibited for specific workings or in case of interception of the 
backgauges. 
 

 

10. Requirements necessary for the correct use of DSP LASER 

10.1. Command circuit of the press-brake 

10.1.1. Start and stop 

The closing stroke of the press-brake must be commanded by a three-position dead-man 
command device (e.g. pedal). The released device (position n.1) must generate a stop 
signal; the pressure of the actuator (position n.2) commands the closing movement of the 
tools; while the further actuation beyond a greater-pressure point (position n.3) stops again 
the mobile table. The passage from position n. 3 to position n. 1 must not generate a start 
command. 

 
No cycle of the press-brake must be able to be started using the DSP LASER device itself, 
but a proper command device must be always foreseen. 

 
The interruption of the detection area during the fast approaching phase of the tools (speed 
greater than 10 mm/s) must stop the closing movement of the table. 
The new closing must take place only after that the operator has released and operated 
again the command device. If the detection area remains interrupted, it must be possible to 
command the closing at a decreased speed (lower than or equal to 10 mm/s) in 
combination with the three-position dead-man command (see chp. 10.1.2 Inhibition and 
10.1.3 Operating modes). 

 
No closing movement must be possible at a speed greater than 10 mm/s while an object or 
any part of the body (e.g. finger) interrupts an active part of the system interception field. 
 
The function to start and stop the movements must be realized by the command circuit of 
the machine with a safety level equivalent to that of the DSP LASER device, as prescribed 
by EN 12622:2014. 

 

10.1.2. Inhibition 

The DSP LASER device creates a detection area between the dies. The interception of this 
area must immediately stop the dangerous movements of the machine.  
 
The inhibition of the stop signal produced by DSP LASER during the closing stroke of the 
press-brake must be possible only if the closing speed has been previously decreased to a 
value lower than or equal to 10 mm/s. The control circuit of the press-brake must be able to 
make the press-brake reaches the decreased speed in safe way. Only as consequence of 
this condition, the intervention of DSP LASER can be inhibited.  
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The inhibition function must be realized by the command circuit of the machine with a safety 
level equivalent to that of the DSP LASER device, as prescribed by EN 12622:2014. At the 
end of each working cycle, the stop function generated by DSP LASER must immediately 
return active before the user can command the high-speed closing.  
 
The inhibition must be signalled by the lighting of a yellow lamp, on machine board, visible 
by the operator. 
 

10.1.3. Operating modes 

DSP LASER is provided with a control circuit able to set the following operating modes: 
 

 Detection area fully active: 
Mode to use generally for all the processing types, because characterized by lowest 
residual risks. 

 

 Blanking of the front area and exclusion of the rear area: 
Mode which can be used for the bending of boxes with special shape or pieces with 
very little size which cannot be worked without intercepting part of the detection area. 
 

 Exclusion of the rear area: 
The rear protection has been added for special uses of the press-brake as when more 
bending stations are installed and the operator could, with a given movement of the 
arm, squeezes between station and station and put the fingers under the bending 
area accessing from the rear side of this. This particular and extreme possibility, not 
considered in EN 12622:2014, has been instead evaluated by us and then protected 
by means of DSP LASER. This function can be then excluded when the protected 
machine does not need it (for example, it is provided with a single pair of tools, one 
upper and one lower, for all the length of the machine) or when the backgauges are 
close to the bending line and, intercepting the detection area, do not allow the bend. 

 
For this purpose, the command circuit of the press-brake must be provided with a 
three-stable-positions key selector, which can be extracted only in position 1.  

 

 

Residual risk: 

The three modes present different residual risks. The key must then 
be kept only by the person responsible of the workshop, who must 
evaluate the presence of all the requirements necessary to the 
correct use of the protection system (operator trained and informed 
about the residual risks, the tools and DSP LASER installed 
correctly, etc.). Before going away from the press-brake, the 
operator must however set the selector to mode 1 and deliver the 
key to the person responsible of the department. 

 
The selection of the operating mode 2 allows enabling the function of blanking to the front 
area and the exclusion of the rear area. The mode 3 allows the exclusion only of the rear 
zone. The real activation of the blanking function takes place following the indications 
reported later. 
When the operating modes 2 or 3 are selected, the yellow LED, present in the front part of 
RX, will be always active and blinking. In this way, the operator will be always noticed by the 
device which is working in a mode different from 1. 
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Warning: 

This function must be used only when necessary for the type of work 
to do. It is then responsibility of the employer to check the correct 
use of the function and to avoid abusing it. 
Here below, some examples are reported which could require the 
use of blanking. 

 

 Bend of the boxes with special shapes 
The bending of the classic box depends on the correct positioning of the piece both 
against the backgauges and centred with respect to the punch. This centring 
operation generally requires the positioning just before the punch touches the sheet. 
For this reason, it is appropriate the command circuit of the press-brake is realized in 
such a way that the operator can select the function of automatic stop of the mobile 
table in the speed change point. The piece can be then brought to the current bending 
position. 
A possible reason for the activation of the blanking function is related, for example, to 
a shape of the piece such to forbid the insertion of the piece itself between the tools 
when the punch is still at the speed change point.   
Obviously these operating modes can be exploited to execute bends only along the 
edge of the raised side and not inside the box. In this case, the raised box would 
intercept the central part of the field, which can be inhibited only during the slow 
speed closing movement.   

 

 Little size bends 
The shape of the detection area has been designed in the rear part just to limit the 
interference with the backgauges. This does not avoid that the final position or the 
shape of the backgauge could hide the rear part of the detection area. 

 

 Little size pieces 
The shape of the detection area has been designed in the front part just to limit the 
interference with the operator. However, a very little size of the piece can cause the 
operator’s fingers hide the detection area.  
 

The central part of DSP LASER remains active during the high speed closing movement in 
any operating mode. The hiding of the central area must always cause the stop of the press 
when the closing speed is greater than 10 mm\s. 
For this reason, the central detection area must be slightly moved with respect to the tip of 
the punch towards the rear part of the press. 
 

 

Residual risk: 

The blanking of part of the detection area can cause residual risks 
(see chp. 11 Residual risks) due to the shape of the tool and of the 
piece under processing (e.g. side of the box). In fact, potential 
dangers of squashing between the part of the unprotected tool and 
the piece under processing or the die or the backgauges arise. 
The operator must be informed about these risks. The department 
personnel has the task to evaluate, according to the shape and the 
installation of the dies and to the bending sequence, the risks and to 
inform, as consequence, the operator, before enabling the operating 
mode by key selector. 
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The safety device DSP LASER can realize the blanking function in two different ways, 
depending on the installed firmware version. It is necessary to be sure which of the two 
operating modes is present in the device. 
 
The two different blanking functions foresee the same operating characteristics of the 
blanking state. The difference is the way the blanking state is reached and maintained. The 
selection of more operating modes at the same time brings to a condition of lock of the 
equipment until when the failure has been removed. The absence of selection of any 
operating mode causes the equipment operates in mode 1, then with all the sensors active. 
In mode 2 the activation of the OSSD outputs, which allow the HIGH SPEED downstroke of 
the machine, is always preceded by a consensual operation of the operator for both the 
blanking modes. The active state of the blanking function however depends on a time, 
elapsed which DSP LASER returns to the state which obligates the start of a bending cycle 
with the blanking function deactivated. 
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Blanking function “Enabling by Operator” 
 

The control circuit of DSP LASER uses these command signals of the press-brake for the 
management of the blanking function: 

 the Press brake closing pedal (IN PD) signal 

 the Press brake opening (IN AP) signal    
 

States of the cycle Abbreviation Cycle Phases 

Maximum top dead centre 
 
Top dead centre 

PMSM 
 

PMS 
 

         A 
    
  B 

Speed change point PCV              D 
  C 

Bottom dead centre PMI   

 
The key selector set to the position of the operating mode 2, signalled by the blinking of the 
big yellow LED present on the front part of the receiver, selects the blanking function.  
The actuation of this function, however, takes place only by the “Enabling of the Operator”, 
that is when this presses Press brake closing pedal (IN PD). This first pressure does not 
generate any machine movement, but serves to activate the blanking function. At the next 
pressure of the Press brake closing pedal (IN PD), the OSSD outputs will go to status ON 
and the machine will be enabled to perform the downstroke at High Speed up to PCV with 
the front part in blanking, provided that the central area is not obstructed. 
In the event that the downstroke pedal is to be used, the press control circuit must be able 
to detect the blanking condition, for example via the modal switch, in such a way that the 
downstroke  of the crossbar is inhibited at the first pressure of the pedal. 
The Blanking function is moreover subjected to a periodical check in order to avoid the 
machine could be inadvertently left in blanking state or to avoid a wrong use of the function. 
The pedal or the push-button, on the first pressure, must not remain pressed for more than 
5 seconds otherwise, at the release, the Blanking function will not be activated. Once the 
blanking function has been activated, in order its state is kept active, the pedal commanding 
the downstroke must be pressed within 5 seconds. 
The blanking state will remain active until when, once executed the phase C of the bending 
cycle, the Press Brake opening (IN AP) signal will deactivate it, passing to state OFF. 
The Blanking function must be deactivated at the end of each cycle of the machine, before 
this can execute the next cycle. This is strictly ensured by the Press brake opening (IN AP) 
signal. Then, for the next bending cycle with the blanking function of the front area, a new 
“Enabling of the Operator” is necessary, who must repeat the operation described before. 
If, after the phase C of the bending cycle, the Press brake opening (IN AP) signal is not 
activated, the blanking function remains active, at most, for 10 minutes from the moment the 
press has began the downstroke. 
This avoids possible tampering on the Press brake opening (IN AP) signal which can cause 
the exclusion of the characteristic of starting a bending cycle with the blanking function 
active. 
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Blanking function “STOP and GO” 
 

The control circuit of DSP LASER uses these command signals of the press for the 
management of the blanking function: 

 High speed in press brake closing (IN AV) signal 

 Press brake opening (IN AP) signal  

 
States of the cycle Abbreviation Cycle Phases 

Maximum top dead centre 
 
Top dead centre 

PMSM 
 

PMS 
 

         A 
    
  B 

Speed change point PCV               D 
  C 

Bottom dead centre PMI   

 
The key selector set to the position of the operating mode 2, signalled by the blinking of the 
big yellow LED present on the front part of the receiver, selects the blanking function.  
The actuation of the blanking function, however, takes place only when one of the receiving 
elements of the front area is obscured while the High speed in press brake closing (IN AV) 
signal is active. Both the switch-on of the DSP LASER device and in the moment of the 
selection of operating mode 2, the blanking function is disabled.  
When the press-brake is open and ready to the downstroke, no detection area must be 
obscured. The pressure of the Downstroke pedal causes the attenuation of the High speed 
in press brake closing (IN AV) signal, if the detection area is not obscured, the press-brake 
starts the phase B of the bending cycle, that of High Speed downstroke. In this phase, the 
Blanking function is not active yet. When the front part of the detection area encounters an 
obstacle and is obscured, the OSSD outputs switch to state OFF with consequent STOP of 
the machine downstroke. The downstroke pedal is released. From this moment, the 
blanking function in the front area becomes active. 
If the front area remains obscured, presumably by the edge of the box to realize, pressing 
the downstroke pedal causes the start, GO, of the machine at high speed, on condition that 
the central area is not obscured.  
The blanking function will remain active until when all the front detection area will remain 
obscured, while will be deactivated when the receiving elements of this area will not be 
intercepted any more or the Press brake opening (IN AP) signal will pass to OFF state.  
The Blanking function must be deactivated at the end of each cycle of the machine before 
this can execute the next cycle, this is strictly ensured by the Press brake opening (IN AP) 
signal, even if normally the Blanking function will have been already deactivated during the 
upstroke phase because the receiving elements of the front area will not be intercepted any 
more. 
If, after the phase C of the bending cycle, the press opening signal is not activated, the 
blanking function will remain active for, at most, 10 minutes from the moment the press has 
started the downstroke.  
This avoids possible tampering on the Press brake opening (IN AP) signal which can bring 
to the exclusion of the characteristic of starting a bending cycle with the blanking function 
active. 

 
During the fast approaching phase, the arrive of more transitions of High speed in press 
brake closing (IN AV) signal, while for the activation of the Blanking function the Press 
brake opening (IN AP) signal must be active when the area to set in blanking is intercepted. 
Only in this case, the blanking function becomes active. 
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Mode 1: Detection area fully active 
 

The normal sheet bending allows keeping the whole detection area active during the fast 
approaching of the tool. Even the bending of boxes can take place with the detection area 
fully active. In fact, it is sufficient to provide the press with the function of automatic stop at 
the reaching of the speed change point and to insert the piece between the tools only after 
the punch has come to a complete stop. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10.1 Operating mode 1: Detection area fully active 
 

All the detection areas are active and the obscuration of any receiving elements causes the 
state OFF of the OSSD outputs. The control circuit of the press-brake must be realized in 
such a way that the closing movement of the machine at high speed (> 10 mm\s) is stopped 
when the state OFF of the OSSD outputs occurs. 

Until part or the entire detection area is obscured, the release and the immediate 
new pressure of the downstroke command cause the machine can continue the 
closing downstroke at decreased speed (lower than or equal to 10 mm\s). The 
removal of an obstacle sets instead the outputs to state ON and it is then possible to 
command again the downstroke of the press-brake at high speed. 

The effect of the state OFF of the OSSD outputs (lock of the high speed) must be inhibited 
just before touching the sheet because this would cause, covering the central receiving 
element, the stop of the closing stroke. For this reason, the speed of the punch must be 
decreased up to a value lower than or equal to 10 mm/s at PCV, in such a way to execute 
the bend. 
In fact, once the speed change point is reached, the signal of real decreased speed (lower 
than or equal to 10 mm\s) can inhibit, making it ineffective, the stop command generated by 
the contacts in state OFF of the outputs, being these active only on the high-speed 
hydraulic circuit. 
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Mode 2: Front area in banking state and rear area excluded  
Bending of special shape or size or pieces with very little size. 
 

 

Warning: 

This function must be used only when necessary for the type of work 
to execute. The employer is then responsible to check the correct 
use of the function and forbid the abuse of it. 

 
The operating mode 1 could result not applicable in case of bends with particular shape or 
pieces with very little size. In fact, the backgauges could intercept the rear area, as also it 
could be impossible to insert the piece, already partially bent, between the tools brought 
closer. 
With the purpose to avoid these situations and, at the same time, to ensure the protection of 
the operator, the operating mode 2 can be set. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10.2 Operating mode 2: Front area in blanking state and rear area excluded  
 

The main difference from the operating mode 1 consists in the blanking of the front area 
and the exclusion of the rear area. The press-brake closes at high speed up to PCV, even if 
one of more elements put in blanking state or excluded are obscured. The stop of the 
machine, because the outputs are switched to state OFF, takes place when the central area 
is intercepted. 
Until the central area is obscured, the release and the immediate new pressure of the 
downstroke command cause the machine can continue the closing downstroke at 
decreased speed (lower than or equal to 10 mm\s). The removal of an obstacle sets instead 
the outputs to state ON and it is then possible to command again the downstroke of the 
press-brake at high speed.  
Once PCV has been reached, all the considerations made for operating mode 1 are valid. 
 

 

Residual risk: 

In this operating mode, part of the detection field is inhibited. It is 
then necessary that the operator is informed about the residual 
possibility of squashing between the punch and the die or between 
the punch and the piece in work. 
In order to minimize the dangerous area, it is appropriate that the 
length of the tools is the minimum necessary for the current 
processing. 
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Mode 3: Rear area excluded 
Backgauges near the dies. 
 

 

Warning: 

This function must be used only when necessary for the type of work 
to execute. The employer is then responsible to check the correct 
use of the function and to forbid the abuse of it. 

 
In some cases, the backgauges could intercept the rear protection area causing the stop of 
the press, even if the operator remains outside the dangerous area. To avoid this situation 
and protect the operator, the operating mode 3 can be set. 
 

 

 

Fig. 10.3 Operating mode 3: rear area inhibited 
 

The operating conditions are identical to those of mode 1 with the only difference that the 
rear area is excluded. 
The central and front protection areas are active, the obscuration of any receiving element 
of these areas causes the state OFF of the OSSD outputs and the consequent stop of the 
downstroke of the press-brake. For the operation of the machine, the consideration made 
for the operating mode 1 are valid. 
 

 

Residual risk: 

In this operating mode, part of the detection field is inhibited. It is 
then necessary that the operator is informed about the residual 
possibility of squashing between the punch and the die or between 
the punch and the piece in work. 
In order to minimize the dangerous area, it is appropriate that the 
length of the tools is the minimum necessary for the current 
processing. 
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10.1.4. Check of overtravel or stop space 

The overtravel of the press-brake, or stop space, must be at most 18 mm, depending on the 
models in paragraph 9. 
A greater value does not ensure the operator safety. 
The rule design EN 12622:2014 specifies the requirements to adopt to check the overtravel 
of the machine, in other words its stop space, in case of an emergency stop. 
The DSP LASER device has been designed and manufactured in compliance with the 
required requirements.  
The control function must be activated each time the press-brake is switched on and, 
however, after 30 hours of continue work.  
The DSP LASER device can be equipped with a control circuit which, if interfaced with 
proper position detectors installed on the press-brake (mechanical or electronic 
overtravels), can execute this function of automatic monitoring of the overtravel in 
compliance with what foreseen by the rule.  
A cam with size equivalent to the maximum stop space (S.A.) of the machine must be 
applied to the mobile table. A size greater than 1 mm is allowed, as tolerance, to make the 
operation stable but not dangerous. Two limit-switches must be, instead, applied to the fixed 
part at such a distance to ensure that the press-brake can reach the maximum downstroke 
speed within this space. The cam must operate on the actuator of a limitswitch (PMSM), 
whose N.A. contact determines the Maximum Top Dead Centre and, then, during the 
downstroke, on the actuator of a second limitswitch (VSA), whose N.C. contact, opening, 
determines the switching to state OFF of the OSSD outputs which, on their own, via the 
actuation circuits of the machine, stop the movement of the upper tool checking its stop 
space. The limit-switches can be both mechanic and inductive (electronic proximity 
switches). The cam size must consider the actuation and release strokes of the limitswitch 
VSA. 
On the front side of the receiver, some LEDs are present signalling, during the check of the 
stop space, the state of the signals necessary to achieve this control. Their state, once the 
check has been made, points out the success or, in case of failure, which signal and, then, 
action, has not properly occurred. 
After each switch-on of the machine, then of the safety device, the check of the stop space 
is required.  
It is necessary to move the mobile table to PMSM and command the high-speed closing 
keeping for the whole stroke, otherwise the check cannot be passed. 
The check starts has soon as the limitswitch PMSM is triggered by the cam, which causes 
its contact closes.  
After this action, the high-speed closing of the machine must be executed.  
If the procedure is not properly executed (for example the downstroke takes place at 
reduced speed or, even at high speed, it is interrupted before reaching the limitswitch VSA, 
or the cam reaching VSA and then causing the stop of the downstroke of the machine, but 
the cam goes over VSA when the movement is ended, closing again its contact), the control 
circuit of the device considers the check NOT passed and DSP LASER sets its output in 
permanent OFF not allowing any high-speed downstroke. 
Instead, if the cam, when the movement is ended, continues to engage the limitswitch VSA, 
this means the machine has stopped within its typical stop space.  
The stop circuit of the machine answers again with its initial project and test performances. 
The check, in this case, is passed and the outputs of DSP LASER return to state ON 
allowing the normal operation of the machine.  
The machine can operate at most for 30 consecutive hours. Once elapsed this time, the 
device sets its OSSD outputs to the permanent OFF state.  
Only switching-off and, then, switching-on the machine the initial switch-on condition of DSP 
LASER is restored, which obliges the operator to execute the check of the stop space. 
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For the meaning of the LEDs during the check of the stop space and of the exceeding of the 
30-hours continue operation see Chp. 12.1.1. 
 

          Phase A  1    Phase B     2      3                         Phase A  1    Phase B     2       3 
 
 
 
 
  PMSM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 V.S.A. 
 
 
 
  FAST 
  DOWNST. 
 
 
 
 
                             Fig. 10.4  Test passed                                   Fig. 10.5 Test not passed 

 
 

Phase A :  
When the machine is switched on, the two OSSD relays are in OFF state and do not allow 
the closing of the machine at high speed: the mobile table must be moved to PMSM. If the 
machine is already at PMSM, then the considerations made in step 1 are valid. 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

PMSM  

NA 

S.A. 

 

VSA  

NC 

CAM mechanically connected to the 
mobile part of the machine 
 

LIMITSWITCH or proximity 
switch sensors installed on 
the fixed part of the 
machine 
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Step 1:  
The machine is at PMSM. The closing, by means of the cam S.A., of the contact of PMSM 
sets the connected input to state ON and causes the passage of the two OSSD outputs to 
state ON, with the necessary condition that DSP LASER is collimated and in operating 
mode 1. This allows the use of the high-speed downstroke. The machine is ready for the 
check of the stop space. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phase B :  
The closing at high speed is commanded and, then, the FAST DOWNSTROKE signal, 
which it depends from, is present on the relevant input. The closing of the press until the 
interception of the limitswitch VSA must take place in continue mode, without interruptions. 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 2 :  
The cam reaches the limitswitch VSA which determines the passage of the OSSD outputs 
of DSP LASER to state OFF. The circuit of the press-brake inhibits the high speed, causing 
the stop of the machine. However the table makes a residual stroke, due to inertia, equal to 
the value of the stop space. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

PMSM  

N.A. 

 

VSA  

N.C. 

S.A. 

 

PMSM  

N.A. 

 

VSA  

N.C. 
S.A. 

 

PMSM  

N.A. 

 

VSA  

N.C. 

S.A. 
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Step 3 : 
The machine has stopped and the limitswitch V.S.A. is engaged yet (open contact). The test 
is passed, the machine can start the working cycles. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OR 
 
The press has stopped but the limit-switch V.S.A. has become free. The test is not passed. 
The two OSSD will permanently remain in state OFF. At this point, it is not possible to 
command at high speed any more, but the power supply must be switched off in order to 
repeat the test after having check and, possibly, removed the causes of the test failure. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10.1.5. Interlock of restart 

While the machine is stopped and an object is detected by DSP LASER, because it 
obscures one or more receiving elements, the device sets the OSSD outputs to OFF state. 
When the object is not detected any more, the outputs return to ON state.  
If the detection of the object takes place with machine in closing, then with the signal 
pointing out PEDAL in ON state (Press brake closing pedal (IN PD)), the device sets, even 
in this case, the outputs to OFF state.  
However, when the object will not be detected any more, in order the outputs can return to 
ON state, the PEDAL (Press brake closing pedal (IN PD)) must be released and then the 
relevant signal must be in OFF state. Until when this condition is not realized, the outputs 
will remain in OFF state. When the PEDAL signal is present in ON state, it is necessary that 
even the HIGH SPEED signal is present (High speed in press brake closing (IN AV)), 
otherwise a condition of OFF state of the outputs occurs. 

 

PMSM  

N.A. 

 

VSA  

N.C. 

S.A. 

 

PMSM  

N.A. 

 

VSA  

N.C. 

S.A. 
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11. Residual risks 

11.1. Risks due to the Laser 

The presence of a laser beam, even if very low power, could directly or indirectly make the 
use of the device dangerous. 
 
The eye protection is however associated, even in absence of “D.P.I.”, by the same defence 
reactions of the eye, as the eyelid reflex. 

 

11.2. Risks due to mechanical dangers 

11.2.1. Manual sheet support 

The bending press-brake equipped with the safety system DSP LASER presents, in the 
front part, some mechanical residual risks which must be directly highlighted on the 
machine by proper labels. The figure below shows some example of labels taken from 
standard EN 12622:2014. 
 
In order to allow the working, the stop command caused by the interception of the detection 
area of DSP LASER must be inhibited when the closing speed of the press-brake is lower 
than or equal to 10 mm\s. The safety of the operator is ensured by the reduced speed 
combined with a dead-man command. It is then the operator who, aware of the residual 
risks, commands the closing movement of the press. 

 
In case of manual support of the sheet during the approach and bend phases, risks of 
cutting and squashing are present: 

 between the V of the sheet and the punch, 

 between the sheet edge and the front side of the punch or the table (see Fig. 11.1 a). 
 
The bending of the piece under processing can involve a risk of crash due to the movement 
of the piece (Fig. 11.1 b). 

 
Under PCV just before the pressing action, the DSP LASER device is inhibited and then 
cannot ensure the operator against a possible squashing of the fingers between the punch 
and the sheet. If the sheet flies out from the backgauge, the hand always follows it under 
the punch (Fig. 11.1 c). 
 

 
 

Fig. 11.1 Warning labels for residual risks 
 
 

Use all the means which allow keeping the hands far from the dangerous areas, for 
example: 

 supports to hold the piece during the approach and, if possible, during the bend, 
adjustable tables, square, etc. 
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 magnets, masks, grippers, etc. 

 backgauges with high sufficient to keep the sheet pushed by the operator (avoid 
movable stops easily retractable). 

 
If the piece is supported by hand during the bend, never put the hands within areas of 
possible squashing between the piece and the machine parts (e.g. punch or upper table) 
and among the tools. 

11.2.2. Blanking 

The protection system DSP LASER has been designed to protect the operator against the 
dangers due to the closing movement of the tools of a press-brake. The detection area is 
subdivided in a front area, a central area and a rear area. The front area forbids the 
squashing of the operator’s fingers between the front part of the punch and the die or the 
objects present in the movement area (e.g. bottom of the box), while the rear area avoids 
the squashing between punch and rear mechanics. 
 
The system is provided with operating modes which allow the inhibition of the front and/or 
rear detection area even during the fast approach speed. In this way, the protection of the 
front and/or rear detection area is lost and the residual risks detailed above arise. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11.2 Residual risk when bending the boxes 
 

In order to reduce the residual risks, organization measures and a correct choice and 
installation of the tools must be adopted. 
In order to limit the risk of squashing between punch and die, it is appropriate to use punch 
with a width equal to the width of the piece to work. In case of wider punches, in fact, a 
dangerous area arises between the punch and the dies on the sides of the piece in 
processing. 
 
In order to limit the surface of squashing between punch and top edges of the box with 
particular shape and internal bottom of the box, it is necessary to use punches with a 
reduced surface projecting towards the operator, or to install them with this surface towards 
the back of the press-brake (e.g. swan-neck tools). 
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11.2.3. Installation and uninstallation of tools 

Shearing risks are present between the punches and the dies installed on the press-brake 
and not used for the piece in the current process. Systematically uninstall the unused dies. 
Check always the tonnage set on the press-brake and the strength of the tools. An 
excessive tonnage could break the dies. 
After each tool change, it is necessary to check the correct positioning of the device, as 
described at chp. 15.4 Check of the correct positioning. 

11.2.4. Work organization 

The safety of the workers in the factory is firstly based on a correct work organization, 
starting from the initial study of the piece to bend up to the real bending operations.  
In order to optimize the choice of the working tools and ensure the safety of the operators, 
the main prevention measures consists in: 

 

 training the operators working on the press-brakes. 
o Address only qualified operators, who have been trained about the adjustment and 

the use of these machines, to this task. 
o Define, if necessary, some qualification sheets according to competences of 

everyone. 
 

 choose the correct direction of the bend or the shape and the installation of the tools 
in such a way to reduce as most as possible the risk of squashing between the piece 
and the punch or the piece and the table. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11.3 Reduction of the residual risks 
 

 Optimize the bending sequence limiting, if possible, the punch re-opening stroke over 
the sheet to a value of 6 mm, in order to reduce as most as possible the risk of 
insertion of the fingers between the tools. For the little size pieces, evaluate the 
possibility of extract them from the side. 

The correct bending direction moves 
the sectioning point to the rear part of 
the punch. 

The swan-neck punch reduces the 
risk of sectioning in the front area 

 

OPERATOR 
SIDE 

OPERATOR 
SIDE 

Squashing 
danger 

Squashing 
avoided thanks 
to the tool shape 
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12. Signals and plate data 

12.1. Light indicators: scheme and functions 

The DSP LASER device is equipped with LEDs allowing the rapid identification of its 
operating status. Moreover the front sides of TX and RX present references necessary and 
useful for the positioning of the generated detection area. 

 
TRANSMITTER 

 

 
 

Fig. 12.1 Front side of the transmitter 
 

 The state of LASER EMISSION present points out that the power supply is connected 
to the transmitter. 

 The state of LASER EMISSION absent points out that the power supply device is not 
energized. 

 
RECEIVER 

 

 
 

Fig. 12.2 Front side of the receiver 

12.1.1. Display of the phase of stop space check 

On the front side of RX, on the right, four LEDs are present, used during the check of the 
stop space. Their function is to signal the result of the check and the state of the signal 
present on the relevant inputs. In case of failure of the check the causes which have caused 
it. 
The LEDs are: 

 LED PMSM (PMSM input) 

 LED AV (HIGH SPEED input) 

 LED VSA (VSA input) 

 YELLOW-BLUE LED 
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During the check phase, if the sequence is correctly executed, each LED will be on when 
the corresponding input is in ON state. When the check is ended and the result will be 
positive, the LEDs: PMSM, AV, VSA will turn off and will assume other functions during the 
normal operating cycle. The YELLOW-BLUE LED will be instead on and will assume the 
function of indicator of the alignment between TX and RX. 
In case of failure of the stop space check, the device will lock, setting the OSSD outputs to 
the permanent state OFF, one or more LEDs will blink depending on the type of occurred 
error, the RED LED will remain turned on. 

 
Types of errors when the LED AV blinks  
 
- when the mobile table has been moved to PMSM and the limitswitch VSA is in state OFF. 
- when, after that the mobile table has been moved to PMSM and then the check is started, 
the HIGH SPEED signal has gone to state ON and then has come back to state OFF before 
the limitswitch VSA has been intercepted. 
- when, after that the mobile table has been moved to PMSM and then the check is started, 
this, going down at slow speed, causes the interception of the limitswitch VSA with the 
HIGH SPEED signal in state OFF. 

 
Type of error when the LED PMSM blinks 
 
- when, after that the mobile table has been moved to PMSM and then the check is started, 
its signal passes from the ON state to the OFF state without the HIGH SPEED signal has 
passed to ON state. 

 
Type of error when the LED VSA blinks 
 
- when, after that the mobile table has stopped due to interception of the limitswitch VSA, 
the signal of this comes back again to ON state because the cam has gone beyond it 
causing the failure of the check.  

12.1.2. Display of the alignment with four LEDs 

In the check phase, the PMSM input is set to ON state, with its LED turned on which points 
out the mobile table has reached the position of PMSM, after this phase, it activates 
instead, in this condition, the function of display of the alignment by four BLUE LEDs.  
In order to activate this function, it is necessary to move the mobile table up to intercept the 
limitswitch PMSM and, in this condition, besides the LED PMSM, the four BLUE LEDs turn 
on steady if all the receiving elements will be illuminated by the laser light of TX or all 
blinking if none of them is illuminated. If the laser light will illuminate only apart of them, the 
blinking of one or more LEDs will point out the direction where the laser light must be 
moved.  

12.1.3. Alignment LED  

Once ended the check of the stop space, when all the receiving elements correctly receive 
the laser emission, the YELLOW-BLUE LED will turn on to signal that the device is aligned 
and that all the receivers are correctly receiving, while its turn-off will signal that at least one 
receiving element is intercepted. 

12.1.4. Display of the lock after 30 operating hours  

If the DSP LASER device, and then the machine which it is connected to, operates for more 
than 30 hours without interruptions, the system activates a locking function which sets the 
outputs to the permanent status OFF. This locking status is signalled by the RED, GREEN, 
YELLOW-BLUE LEDs which turn on in sequence. The deactivation of this function is 
possible only cutting the power supply to the device. Doing so, on the new switch-on, DSP 
LASER forces the machine to execute the check of the stop space. Doing so, the 
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characteristics ensuring the efficiency if the electro-hydraulic circuit responsible of the 
machine stop are checked at most every 30 operating hours. 

12.1.5. Blanking and Exclusion LED 

When the operating mode 2 or 3 is selected (see chp. 11.2.2), the YELLOW LED blinks. 

12.1.6. LED for OSSD outputs in state ON 

When the OSSD outputs are in state ON, this is signalled by the turn-on of the GREEN 
LED. 

12.1.7. LED for OSSD outputs in state OFF 

When the OSSD outputs are in state OFF, this is signalled by the turn-on of the RED LED. 

12.1.8. Display of the selection of the operating modes 

o When the operating mode 1 is selected, the REAR BLUE LED, the LOWER CENTRAL 
BLUE LED and the FRONT BLUE LED are on. 

o When the operating mode 2 is selected, the LOWER CENTRAL BLUE is on. 
o When the operating mode 3 is selected, the LOWER CENTRAL BLUE LED and the 

FRONT BLUE LED are on. 

12.1.9. Display of the Synchronism fault 

If the synchronism signal (SINC) should be subjected to any type of fault and, in any way, 
not be suitable to accomplish its function, this defect would be signalled by the turn-off of all 
the LEDs, except for the RED LED which would result on. 
 

12.1.10. Display of the fault of the operating modes 

If more than one signal in state ON should be present at the same time on the three inputs 
of the operating modes, the anomaly would be signalled by the turn-on in steady way of the 
YELLOW and RED LEDs and, in sequence, of the BLUE LEDs.  
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12.2. Identification plates 

 
The following data are reported on the rear identification plate of TX: 
 

 Name, address and contact references of the Manufacturer of the device 

 Number of the Patent which protects the device: 0001342651 

 Safety category in compliance with the standard EN 61496-1:2014:TYPE 4 

 Logotype “Costruito in Italia” 

 CE marking 

 Logotype of the Notified Body which has executed the certification 

 Indication of the presence of the laser beam 

 Class of the laser equipment according to EN 60825: class 1M 

 Warning not to directly observe the laser beam with optical instruments 
 

 
 

Fig. 12.3 Rear identification plate of TX  
 

The following data are reported on the side plate of TX: 
 

 Part of the device: DSP LASER-TX 

 Serial number and manufacturing date 

 Indication of the type of TX, that is its configuration 
 

 
 

Fig. 12.4 Side identification plate of TX 
 

 
The following data are reported on the identification plate of RX: 

 

 Name, address and contact references of the Manufacturer of the device 

 Patent number: 0001342651 

 Safety category in compliance with the standard EN 61496-1:2014 : TYPE 4 

 Logotype “Costruito in Italia” 

 CE marking 

 Logotype of the Notified Body which has executed the certification 

 Detection capacity: ≥ 14mm 

 Lead time: 5ms 

 TX-RX protection level: IP65 

 OSSD solid state – I max: 100mA 

 Operating temperature: 0-50°C 
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Fig. 12.5 Rear identification plate of RX  
 

The following data are reported on the side plate of RX: 
 

 Part of the device: DSP LASER- RX 

 Serial number and manufacturing date 

 Indication of the type of RX, that is its configuration 
 

 
 

Fig. 12.6 Side identification plate of RX  
 

The following data are reported on the identification plate of AL dc: 
 

 Name, address and contact references of the Manufacturer of the device 

 Logotype “Costruito in Italia” 

 Device part: DSP LASER-AL 

 Indication of the type of AL, that is its configuration 

 Power supply voltage: IN 24 Vdc, IN 0 Vdc and GROUND 

 Connections to TX: GROUND, OUT 0Vdc, OUT 24Vdc, SINC 

 Connections to RX: GROUND, OUT 0Vdc, OUT 24Vdc, SINC, OSSD1 24Vdc, 
OSSD2 24Vdc 

 Relay outputs NA OSSD contacts: OSSD1 CR, OSSD1 CR, OSSD2 CR, OSSD2 CR 

 Serial Number and manufacturing date 
 

 
 

Fig. 12.7 Identification plate of AL dc module 
 

The following data are reported on the identification plate of AL1B: 
 

 Name, address and contact references of the Manufacturer of the device 

 Logotype “Costruito in Italia” 

 Part of the device: DSP LASER-AL 

 Indication of the type of AL, that is its configuration 

 Power supply voltage: IN 230 Vac or IN 24 Vac, and GROUND 

 Connections to TX: GROUND, OUT 0Vac, OUT 24Vac, SINC 

 Connections to RX: GROUND, OUT 0Vac, OUT 24Vac, SINC, 0Vdc, 0Vdc 

 Serial number and manufacturing date 
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Fig. 12.8 Identification plate of AL1B module 
 

The following data are reported on the identification plate of AL2B: 
 

 Name, address and contact references of the Manufacturer of the device 

 Logotype “Costruito in Italia” 

 Part of the device: DSP LASER-AL 

 Indication of the type of AL, that is its configuration 

 Power supply voltage: IN 230 Vac or IN 24 Vac, and GROUND 

 Connections to TX: GROUND, OUT 0Vac, OUT 24Vac, SINC 

 Connections to RX: GROUND, OUT 0Vac, OUT 24Vac, SINC, 0Vdc, 0Vdc, OSSD1 
24Vdc, OSSD2 24Vdc 

 Outputs of relay NA OSSD contacts: OSSD 1 CR, OSSD 1 CR, OSSD 2 CR , OSSD 
2 CR 

 Serial number and manufacturing date 
 

 
 

Fig. 12.9 Identification plate of AL2B module 
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13. Installation 
DSP LASER is a device with a high safety level; it is however necessary to install it properly 
and to use it according to the following instructions. 
 

13.1. Standard supply 

The DSP LASER device consists in the following elements: 
 

 DSP LASER-TX  

 DSP LASER-RX  

 Instruments for test and positioning of TX-RX 

 Copy of this instruction manual 
 

The modules DSP LASER-ALdc, DSP LASER-AL1B and DSP LASER-AL2B are available 
as options. 
 

13.2. Transport and unpackaging  

DSP LASER is provided with a proper rigid cardboard package with a weight of about 5 Kg. 
Weight and dimensions do not cause particular troubles or risks for the transport and 
unpackaging operations. 

 

 

 
 

Cautions: 

 The elements constituting the package must not be disposed in the 
environment; call the collection centres specialized and equipped 
for the disposal in the respect of the nature and of the laws. 

 

 Check by sight the presence and the integrity of all the components 
constituting the device ensuring there are not evident damages 
caused by the transport. If damages are present, do not use the 
device and call NUOVA ELETTRONICA. 

 

13.3. Mechanical installation 

13.3.1. Modules: ALdc, AL1B, AL2B 

The modules ALdc, AL1B, AL2B,  are provided on the back with a groove in compliance 
with the standard DIN EN 50022-35 for the installation inside the electrical board of the 
press.  
 

 

Warnings: 

The modules ALdc, AL1B, AL2B, must be installed within a case 
(electrical board) with a minimum protection level IP 54. 

 

13.3.2. Transmitter and Receiver    

Special care must be devoted to the operation of mechanical installation because the 
detection area defines the limits of intervention of DSP LASER for the protection of the 
operator. 
The containers of TX and of RX are equal; RX and TX are however immediately 
recognizable by the plates located on the containers (see fig. 13.1). 
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Fig. 13.1 Drawing of the containers of the devices 
 

The detection area must be placed under the upper tool. The manufacturer of the press has 
the task to correctly install the device, while the user is responsible to correctly adjust the 
device according to the indications of the manufacturer and to the different used tools. 
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Warning: 

The transmitter must be mandatorily installed on the left side of the 
press, if standing in front of the press. The receiver, as 
consequence, must be installed on the right side of the press. The 
arrow of piece insertion must always point out the rear side of the 
press. 
In order to allow the bend of the boxes, DSP LASER must not be 
centred with the symmetry axis of the punch tip, but slightly out of 
axis. The inversion of the device during or after the installation could 
compromise a translation of the working area towards the operator 
(front side of the press) or towards the rear side of the press without 
ensuring the described safety functions. 
The operating mode 3 allows the exclusion of the rear detection 
area; inverting the devices the detection area would become that on 
the front side. 

 

13.3.3.  Setting  

The system must be fixed to the upper table of the press and must be adjustable by the 
user of the press only in longitudinal direction along the vertical axis. 
For this purpose, the manufacturer of the press must realize two plates to be firmly fixed to 
the table, provided with extensions for the mobile supports of TX and RX. 
 

Precautions 
The plates must be installed on the behind or over the sides of the upper table. The front 
installation is not suggested because the plates could create areas of mechanical danger 
due to the movement of the table and to the possible contact of the sheet against the table 
during the processing. 

 
The plates must be fixed in such a way that: 

 The plates are on rigid crushproof material (e.g. steel) 
 

Rigidity 
The rigidity of the mechanical system must be such that the adjustment must be kept under 
the application of strength of at least 250 N along the axes of the support.  

 

 It must be possible to lock the set adjustment against a possible unauthorized 
modification.   

 Plates and supports of the left side are perfectly symmetric with respect to those of 
the right side. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 13.2 Example of mechanical installation 

Upper table 

Support 
lock/unlock 

device 

 

Mobile 
support 

Plate 
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 The distance between the front part of TX and RX and the basement of the press is 
greater than or equal to 100 mm with the purpose to avoid the squashing of the hand. 
 
The adjustment of the supports takes place only along the vertical axis of the press, in 
parallel direction to the bending surface. 
 

 The movement of the supports is such to allow: 
 

o the correct use of the tools, with minimum and maximum height, signalled by the 
manufacturer of the press. 

 

Check 
 
Install the minimum height tool; bring the supports of TX and RX as high as 
possible and lock them in this position, check the beam is interrupted by the tool. 
Install the maximum height tool; bring the supports of TX and RX as down as 
possible and lock them in this position, check the beam is not interrupted by the 
tool. 

 
o the unassembly of the tools without requiring the unassembly of the devices and/or 

supports (e.g. possibility to extract the tools with the TX completely lifted). 
 

 The locking of the support, once adjusted, is safe against the accidental loosening 
 

Crashes and vibrations 
 
Use all the possible precautions to reduce the vibrations of the machine. Protect 
the device and the supports with material protections in such a way to avoid 
crashes. 

 
 

13.3.4. Installation 

The containers of TX and RX are provided with three threaded holes for the fixing to the 
machine, as reported in figure 13.1. Then fix TX and RX to the supports by means of three 
6MA screws, screwing them in the proper seats present in the equipment. 
 

 
 

Caution: 

Be sure that the screws are tighten in such a way not to be loosen by 
the vibrations of the machine. The torque strength of the screws 
must not be less than 1.96 N*m (20 kgf*cm). 

 
The devices must be fixed to the supports in such a way that: 

 

 The central vertical protection surface of TX and RX is not 2 millimetres beyond the 
axis of the tool towards the rear part of the press.  
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Fig. 13.3 Positioning with respect to the axis of the tool 

 

 The lower horizontal surface for the protection of TX and RX is perpendicular to the 
bending surface along all the adjustment stroke of the supports. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 13.4 Transversal adjustment with respect to the bending surface 

 

 The lower horizontal surface for the protection of TX and RX is parallel to the upper 
table, so that the value of the safety distance is constant for all the length of the upper 
tool. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13.5 Adjustment longitudinal with respect to the bending line 
 

The designing of the mobile support of the device must be such not to create entrapment 
points during the closing and opening movement of the press. 
Additional protection must be adopted to eliminate the dangers which can be generated by 
DSP LASER (for example, between DSP LASER and the fixed parts of the press) and to 
allow the access to the dies area passing through the front area. 
The device must be protected against the accidental crashes which could damage it or 
modify its set adjustment. 

WRONG CORRECT WRONG 
 

WRONG CORRECT WRONG 

TX 

RX TX RX TX 

RX 

90° 
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13.4. Electrical connection 

 

 
 

Caution: 

Be sure that the characteristics of the electrical system, power 
supply voltage which the power supply device AL module is 
connected to, correspond to those reported on its plate. 
For the realization to the electrical connection and the 
interconnection between the components of the DSP LASER device, 
refer to the relevant “Connection scheme” (Fig. 13.6 or 13.7 or 13.8 
depending on the type of AL module). 

 
Insert the power supply module inside the electrical board of the machine downstream the 
main switch and connect as from enclosed scheme. Energize the DSP LASER, supplying 
voltage to the electrical board which it is connected to, obtaining: 
 
on TX:  
the activation of the visible laser beam. 
   
on RX collimated with TX: 
Steady turn-on of the following LEDs: RED LED, VSA LED, FRONT BLUE LED, HIGH 
CENTRAL BLUE LED, REAR BLUE LED and LOW CENTRAL BLUE LED. 
 
on RX NOT collimated with TX:  
Steady turn-on of the following LEDs: RED LED, VSA LED. Blinking of the following LEDs: 
FRONT BLUE LED, HIGH CENTRAL BLUE LED, REAR BLUE LED and LOW CENTRAL 
BLUE LED. 
 

 
 

Caution: 

The control of the procedures of start and stop of the mobile table, of 
suspension and reactivation of the device is entrusted to the main 
board which checks the correct operation of the machine protection 
system. For these reasons, the manufacturer of the machine must 
keep present the prescriptions and the indications contained in the 
common technical rules (safety rules for the bending press-brakes). 

 
 

 

 

Warning: 

All the connection wires of TX, RX and AL module must be 
separated by the power cables of the machine. In fact, in case of 
coupling, noises can propagate such to generate malfunctions of the 
device.  
 
The connection wires of AL module to TX and RX must be installed 
in such a way not to suffer mechanical damages due to the 
movement of mobile parts of the press. Moreover the cables must be 
installed in such a way to avoid the possible damage of the sheet 
under processing. Particular bends can in fact move the sheet at 
contact with the internal part of the table. 
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CONNECTION SCHEMES 
 

 

 
Fig. 13.6 scheme of connection with AL1B 
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Fig. 13.7 scheme of connection with AL2B 
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Fig. 13.8 scheme of connection with ALdc 
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Fig. 13.9 scheme of connection without AL module 
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RX SIGNALS 
The selection and command signals, generated by the electrical circuit of the press or by 
the discrete components however external to DSP LASER, are connected to the clamps of 
RX nr. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,11 and 12. 
The inputs have been represented as connected to contacts energized by a voltage with 
value 24Vdc. If the RX module is used in DC version, that is when ALdc module is used or 
no AL module is used, the same power supply voltage of the TX and RX modules can be 
used. When the AL1B or AL2B module is used, this voltage is generated internally to RX 
itself and present on the clamp nr. 10. 
The signal SINC of AL module must be connected to clamp nr. 3. If the AL module is used, 
connect to the signal SINC present on the AL module, otherwise connect directly to the 
signal SINC present on TX. 
The power supply signal OUT 24Vac/dc of AL module must be connected to clamp nr. 13. If 
the AL1B or AL2B modules are used, connect to OUT 24Vac del modulo AL. If the ALdc 
module is used, connect to OUT 24Vdc of the ALdc module. If the AL module is not used, 
connect directly to positive terminal of the power source which has to supply a +24Vdc 
voltage. 
The power supply signal OUT 0Vac/dc of AL module must be connected to clamp nr. 14. If 
the AL1B or AL2B module is used, connect to OUT 0Vac of AL module. If the ALdc module 
is used, connect to OUT 0Vdc of the ALdc module. If the AL module is not used, connect 
directly to the negative terminal of the power source which has to supply a +24Vdc voltage. 
The power supply signal OUT 0Vcc of AL module must be connected to clamp nr. 15,  if the 
AL1B or AL2B module is used. 
The GROUND signal must be connected to clamp nr. 16. 
The solid state outputs OSSD A and OSSD B are available at the clamps nr. 1 and 2. The 
voltage value, referred to 0Vcc is about 24Vcc. The maximum current which can be 
supplied by each OSSD is 100mA. 
(Note. The signals connecting RX and TX to the power supply AL module are the same for 
AL1B and AL2B modules). 

 

Clamps Name Signal External component 
in input 

Contact Logic state 

4 Mode1 Operating 
mode 1 

Electromechanical 
selector or CNC 

Switch High only in mode 1 

5 Mode2 Operating 
mode 2 

Electromechanical 
selector or CNC 

Switch High only in mode 2 

6 Mode3 Operating 
mode 3 

Electromechanical 
selector or CNC 

Switch High only in mode 3 

7 
 

IN PD Press brake 
closing pedal 

Relay or PLC  or CNC NA High during the machine 
downstroke command 

8 IN 
PMSM 

Maximum Top 
Dead Centre 

Limitswitch or Proximity 
Sensor or CNC or PLC 

NA High with table steady at 
PMSM 

9 IN VSA Stopping 
distance 
check 

Limitswitch or Proximity 
Sensor 

NC Low with table steady at 
test point 

11 
 

IN AV High speed in 
press brake 
closing 

Relay or PLC  or CNC NA High only during the high 
speed closing* 

12 IN AP Press opening Bound contacts relay or 
safety PLC 

NC Low only during the 
press opening 

 
*See page 50: Generation of the high speed closing signal 
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INPUTS USED BY EVERY FUNCTION  
Each function needs specific inputs to be executed. If an input is not used by any function, it 
can be left disconnected. 
The list of the inputs used by every function of DSP LASER is reported here below: verify, 
depending on the chosen option, which inputs are used and which can be left disconnected. 
 
Blanking Type A: uses the inputs 'Press brake closing pedal (IN PD)' and 'Press brake 
opening (IN AP)'. 
Blanking Type B: uses the inputs 'High speed in press brake closing (IN AV)' and 'Press 
brake opening (IN AP)'. 
Stopping Distance Check: uses the inputs 'High speed in press brake closing (IN AV)',  
'Stopping Distance Check (IN VSA)' and 'Maximum Top Dead Centre (IN PMSM)'. 
Restart Interlock: uses the inputs 'High speed in press brake closing (IN PD)' and 'High 
speed in press brake closing (IN AV)'. 
 
For example in the configuration RXA211, where the functions Blanking type A, Stopping 
Distance Check and Restart Interlock, all the inputs shall be connected. In the configuration 
RXB200, instead, only the inputs 'High speed in press brake closing (IN AV)' and 'Press 
brake opening (IN AP)' shall be connected, because used by the Blanking Type B, while the 
signals 'High speed in press brake closing (IN PD)', 'Stopping Distance Check (IN VSA)' 
and 'Maximum Top Dead Centre (IN PMSM)' can be left disconnected because not used by 
any function of this configuration. 
 
Note: the power supply signals, the synchronism signal (IN SINC) and the signals Operating 
mode 1, Operating mode 2 and Operating mode 3 must be always connected, 
independently from the chosen configuration. 

 
 

Safety PLC 
 
If only one safety PLC is used and You wish to interface the PLC outputs, which command 
Press brake opening (IN AP) and High speed in press brake closing (IN AV) directly with 
DSP LASER, it is necessary to act as follows: 
- Verify that the voltage of the outputs is, at most, 24V DC; 
- Connect 0Vcc, which the outputs of safety PLC refers to, to the clamp 0Vcc of AL module 
if present, or to 0Vdc of the RX module. 

 
 

Connection of DSP LASER AP inputs to inductive signals 
 
If the RX input signals are taken at the ends of the inductive components, these have to be 
equipped with VDR or diode or proper components for the suppression of the voltage 
peaks. 
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TX SIGNALS 
The GROUND signal must be connected to clamp nr. 1. 
The power supply signal OUT 0Vac/dc of module AL must be connected to clamp nr. 2. If 
the AL1B or AL2B module is used, connect to OUT 0Vac of AL module. If the ALdc module 
is used, connect to OUT 0Vdc of the ALdc module. If the AL module is not used, connect 
directly to the negative terminal of the power source which has to supply a +24Vdc voltage. 
The power supply signal OUT 24Vac/dc of module AL must be connected to clamp nr. 3. If 
the AL1B or AL2B module is used, connect to OUT 24Vac of AL module. If the ALdc 
module is used, connect to OUT 24Vdc of the ALdc module. If the AL module is not used, 
connect directly to the positive terminal of the power source which has to supply a +24Vdc 
voltage. 
The IN SINC signal of AL module must be connected to clamp nr. 4. If the AL module is 
used, connect to the signal SINC present on the module, otherwise connect to the signal 
SINC directly on the RX module. 
 
ALdc SIGNALS 
The ALdc module includes, besides the clamps of the signals connected to TX and RX, the 
two power supply signals IN 24Vdc, IN 0Vdc and the GROUND signal, two driven contact 
relays excited by the signals OSSD A 24Vdc and OSSD B 24Vdc connected to the OSSD 
outputs of RX. 
Moreover, another terminal board is present, from which the NA contacts of the two relays 
can be derived: OSSD A CR, OSSD B CR. 
 
AL1 SIGNALS 
Besides the clamps of the signals connected to TX and RX, the AL1B module houses even 
another terminal board, which the two power supply IN 230Vac (or IN 24Vac) signals and 
the GROUND signal must be connected to. 
 
AL2 SIGNALS 
Besides the clamps of the signals connected to TX and RX, the two power supply IN 
230Vac (or IN 24Vac) signals and the GROUND signal, the AL2 module houses two force-
guided relays excited by the OSSD A 24Vcc and OSSD B 24Vcc signals connected to the 
OSSD outputs of RX. 
Moreover, another terminal board is present, from which the NA contacts of the two relays 
OSSD A CR, OSSD B CR can be extracted. 
 
Function of check of the support relay outputs at the OSSD solid state outputs 
If support relays are used in output to the module are used, it is necessary that, at least at 
the end of each cycle, the real switch of these relays to the rest state (NC contacts closed) 
is checked. The opening of OSSD A-B OFF produces the intervention of the outputs of DSP 
LASER, setting them just to state OFF. The DSP LASER device is not provided with a 
feedback circuit for the control of the real switching of the support relays in output. This 
function must be executed by the control circuit of the press. In order to be sure of the OFF 
state of the outputs, the test signal must remain low for at least 100 msec. 
 
Generation of the High speed closing signal 
Other solutions are possible; however, they must be compatible as logic and must not 
introduce a time delay, in the generation of the signal High speed in press brake closing (IN 
AV), greater than the command of the high speed EV. 
An example of circuit for the generation of the signal High speed in press brake closing (IN 
AV)  can be realized inserting one relay K1 with the coil in parallel to the solenoid of high 
speed EV. 
The NA contact of the relay will generate the signal High speed in press brake closing (IN 
AV) necessary to DSP LASER. 
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Figure 13.10 Example of generation of high speed closing signal 
 
 

OUTPUTS 
The DSP Laser system provides two output channels (A and B) for the stop of the high 
speed closing movement of the press. The outputs taken from RX are at solid state and are 
suggested if coupled to a safety PLC. In modules ALdc and AL2B the outputs must be 
realized with relay contacts without potential. The possible sticking of the contacts must be 
then avoided by the installation of a protection fuse upstream the outputs.  
The command circuit of the mobile table must be redundant and monitored, that is provided 
with a double stop channel. The single channel must, independently from the other, be able 
to stop the dangerous movements of the table. In case of fault, the command circuit must 
immediately stop the press during the dangerous closing movement or, in other cases, 
before the next request of intervention of the safety function or, at the latest, at the end of 
the operating cycle. Moreover, the start of the new cycle must be forbidden until when the 
fault has been eliminated. 
 

 

Warning: 

The installation must be realized in such a way that the short circuit 
between the wires connecting the relay outputs is avoided. In fact, in 
this case, the redundancy of the stop function would miss in case of 
intervention of the device. 

 
The outputs of DSP LASER (OSSD) must be separately connected on the single channel. 
Depending on the electric characteristics, DSP LASER can directly act on the valve using 
the module ALdc or AL2B. Even external relays can be used for the multiplication of the 
contacts. In this case, all the relays must be force-guided, and normally open (NA) contacts 
must be used to stop the movements while the relevant normally closed (NC) contact must 
be used to check the correct operation at each cycle. 
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14. Commissioning 

14.1. Power supply of the device 

 

 Once connected TX and RX and if present the AL module and the other signals 
necessary to the operation of DSP LASER system, depending on the model of RX and 
AL, energize the system. TX will emit laser light and, on RX, some LEDs will result on, 
as described in paragraphs of 12.1.  

 

 Execute the mechanical adjustment of TX and RX to collimate them and set the 
protection area correctly on the machine. 
To execute the adjustment, act as pointed out in 13.2 Adjustment. 

 

 Be sure the two OSSDs are in state OFF. If RX would be configured without the 
function of the Check of the Stop Space, the two OSSD outputs would be in state ON. In 
this case stop the collimation (for example, putting an opaque object between TX and 
RX in the detection area). 
- When the system configuration is without AL module or with AL1B, the check is 
possible verifying the lacking of potential on the solid state OSSD outputs, using a tester 
as voltmeter in cc e measuring between 0Vcc and OSSD1 and then between 0Vcc and 
OSSD2. 
- When the system configuration is with ALdc or AL2B, the check is possible verifying 
the lacking of continuity between the contacts of the OSSD outputs using for example a 
tester as ohmmeter and measuring first between two OSSD 1 CR clamps and then 
between the two OSSD 2 CR clamps. The instrument must point out, in both cases, a 
value of infinite resistance corresponding to a condition of open circuit.  

 

 Connect the outputs of the two OSSD in the points foreseen by the electric circuit of the 
press. 

14.2. Adjustment after the installation 

For the first installation, the device must be adjusted. For this purpose, the test and 
positioning instrument is provided with DSP LASER. 
 

 
 

Fig. 14.1 Test and positioning instrument 
 

Set a low closing speed, lower than or equal to 10 mm/sec. Lay the test and positioning 
instrument over the lower tool at point A (near TX) of Fig. 14.3. Lower the upper tool until 
its tip brushes against the notch present in the vertex of the groove of the upper part of the 
tool laid on the die, as in Fig. 14.4. 
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Adjust the height of TX, moving the support in vertical direction, in such a way that the 
LOWER EDGE OF THE LASER EMISSION coincides with the line pointing out the STOP 
SPACE of the machine, as in Fig. 14.4. In this example, the lower edge of the laser 
emission is place on the line pointing out a stop space whose value is 13mm. For each 
machine, the corresponding stop space must be known. If this datum is not known, first 
place the lower edge of the laser emission coinciding with the line pointing out the highest 
value (19mm) of the STOP SPACE. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 14.2 Cross view                                          Fig. 14.3 Front view 
 

 
Then adjust TX along the surface (transversal to the bending surface) acting on the screws 
fixing TX to the support in such a way that the central vertical surface of the detection area 
coincides with the STOP FOR THE HORIZONTAL POSITION and the edges of the 
detection area are contained within the two surfaces defined by the two vertical lines and 
marked by R and F, as in Fig. 14.4. Then lock TX in this position. 

 

TX RX 

UPPER TOOL 

MOBILE TOOL HOLDER 

LOWER TOOL 
 

TEST AND 
POSITIONING 
INSTRUMENT 

TX 

A B B1 
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Fig. 14.4 Projection of TX over the positioning tool 
 

Move then the test and positioning instrument over the lower tool at point B of Fig. 14.3 or, 
however, near RX. 
Check that the beam is yet in the previous position with respect to the positioning 
instrument. 
If not, act on the screws, used for the adjustment of the parallelism of the TX beam with 
respect to the bending line pointed out by the lower edge of the punch, with the purpose to 
obtain, at point B, the beam position conditions as in point A of Fig. 14.3, without changing 
the vertical and horizontal position previously adjusted in position A.  
 

 

Warning: 

If an adjustment intervention to collimate the beam with the test item 
in position B was necessary, repeat the check operation for the 
position A. Only when the beam will correctly bear on the test item in 
both the positions, the positioning and the adjustment of TX will be 
considered ended. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14.5 Cross adjustment of RX 
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In point B1 of Fig. 14.3, you can see the front side of RX illuminated by a part of the beam 
exiting from the SLOT FOR RX HORIZONTAL POSITIONING. 
 
Move RX in horizontal direction in such a way that the light is between the STOPS FOR 
THE RX HORIZONTAL POSITIONING, as in Fig. 14.5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14.6 Vertical adjustment of RX 
 

Move the instrument from the lower tool. 
 
Move RX in vertical direction in such a way that the LOWER EDGE OF THE LASER 
EMISSION coincides with the STOP FOR THE RX VERTICAL POSITIONING as in Fig. 
14.6. 
 
Check that the YELLOW/BLU LED turns on, as confirmation of the occurred alignment. 
 
If not, act on the screws for the adjustment of the parallelism of RX to the bending line 
pointed out by the lower edge of the punch, in order to obtain the condition of turn-on of the 
YELLOW/BLUE LED, without changing the vertical and horizontal position previously set.  
 
The correct installation of the supports and the mechanical adjustment of the device 
supposes that, at every tool change, the tool height is simply adjusted depending on the 
height of the punch without any intervention by the user on the cross adjustment and the 
parallelism. 
Check then the correct alignment first installing the upper tool with minimum height and then 
that with maximum height. If the conditions for a correct adjustment would be lacking, it is 
necessary to check and, possibly, act on the parallelism of the supports with respect to the 
bending surface.  

 

14.3. Check of the stop space 

The check must be executed in the worst conditions possible, that is in the state which 
presumably generates the maximum stop space. Among these, remember to install the 
punch with maximum weight, set the maximum closing speed and the maximum stroke.  
 
Execute the check as described in chp. 15.4 Check of the correct positioning. 
 
The test must be repeated at least 10 times for every machine. Only the positive result of all 
the tests allows considering the press-brake suitable for the installation and use of the 
device. 
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15. Use 
Here below the operations and checks to execute at every switch-on of the machine are 
listed. 
At each work shift, it is necessary to check the correct positioning of the device as 
described at chp. 15.4. 

15.1. Setting of PCV 

For sheets with good flatness, it is generally sufficient to inhibit DSP LASER when the tip of 
the punch is at a distance from the sheet slightly greater than the safety distance (5 mm + 
stop space). If the processing is interrupted, it is necessary to increase the PCV height with 
respect to the sheet. The value obviously depends on the flatness of the sheet and, above 
all, on the time necessary to the press command system to reach the value of reduced 
speed, elaborate the relevant signal and inhibit the OSSD outputs. PCV then depends on 
the detection height of DSP LASER.  
 

 

Residual risk: 

Higher the speed change point is set, greater is the stroke with 
unprotected tool. Shorter is the uncovered part and minor is the 
possibility to insert a part of the body between the punch and the 
sheet. 

 

15.2. Check of the stop space 

At every switch-on of the machine, and then of DSP LASER, the check of the stop space is 
required, so it is necessary to move the mobile table to PMSM and command the high-
speed closing keeping the speed constant until the interception of the limit-switch VSA, as 
otherwise the device considers the check not passed and sets the OSSD outputs to state 
OFF.  
The check of the stop space is even required after 30 hours of continue device supply and 
then of switch-on of the machine. At every switch-off the count is reset. 
 
If the table does not stop within the foreseen space or the procedure described above is not 
properly executed, the control circuit of the device considers the check NOT passed. In this 
condition, the high-speed closing of the press cannot be commanded any more. The power 
supply must be cut in order to repeat the check and, first, the causes that have determined 
the failure of the check must be removed. 

15.3. Adjustment after the change of the upper tool 

Each time the upper tool is changed, it is necessary to adjust the devices. 
Even if the height of the new installed tool remains unchanged with respect to the previous 
one, the correct alignment of the protection area must be verified. 
 
For this purpose, the test and positioning instrument is provided with DSP LASER and must 
be kept near the machine. 
 
Set a low closing speed, lower than or equal to 10 mm/sec.  
Lay the test and positioning instrument over the lower tool near TX and lower the upper tool 
until its tip brushes against the notch present in the vertex of the groove of the upper part of 
the instrument laid on the die. 
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Adjust the height of TX, moving the support in vertical direction, in such a way that the 
LOWER EDGE OF THE LASER EMISSION coincides with the line relevant to the STOP 
SPACE of the machine (see Fig. 15.1). 
 

 
 

15.1 Projection of TX over the positioning instrument 
 

 

Warning: 

The lower edge of the sensitive area must be parallel to the 
reference lines of the stop space and the edges of the detection area 
must be contained within the two surfaces defined by R and F. 
If the above conditions would not subsist and a mechanical adjusting 
intervention was necessary, call the manufacturer of the press or the 
personnel charged by him. Do not act on the collimation screws 
because the beam could be wrongly adjusted. 

 
Then move the test and positioning instrument over the die under the edge of the upper tool 
towards RX and check that the beam is yet in the previous position with respect to the 
positioning instrument. 

 

 
 

Fig. 15.2 Vertical adjustment of RX 
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Remove the instrument from the lower tool. 
Move RX in vertical direction in such a way that the LOWER EMISSION HORIZONTAL 
SURFACE coincides with the LINE FOR RX VERTICAL POSITIONING as in Fig. 15.2. 
Check that the YELLOW/BLUE LED of RX turns on to confirm the executed alignment. 

 

 

Warning: 

If the yellow LED does not turn on, a mechanical adjustment 
intervention could be necessary. Call the manufacturer of the press 
or the personnel charged by him. Do not act on the collimation 
screws because the receiver could be wrongly adjusted. 

 

15.4. Check of the correct positioning 

Check the correct positioning of TX and RX with respect to the punch by means of the test 
and positioning instrument. 
 
Set and activate the operating mode 2 in such a way that the front part is in blanking and 
the rear one is excluded. 
Lay the cylindrical part of the instrument against the lower part of the punch in such a way 
that only this part intercepts the central detection field of the device (e.g., keep the fingers 
outside the area). Then move the instrument along all the upper tool checking the continue 
interception of the field through the steady turn-on of the RED LED and the switch-off of the 
GREEN LED on RX. 
Now lay the instrument part with thickness equal to 10 mm over the lower tool and 
command the fast closing of the press, standing outside the area of the dies. 
In order to make the test meaningful, the speed change point must be set as close as 
possible to the die. For the same reasons, the minimum thickness possible of the sheet 
must be set on the Numeric Control or, in alternative, a sheet with thickness equal to that 
set must be put between the die and the test item. 
The mobile table must stop and the clearance between the tools must be greater than or 
equal to 15 mm, because the part of the instrument with this thickness must be able to pass 
between the dies. 
Repeat the operation 5 times placing the test item on the left side of the press-brake near 
TX and other 5 times with the test item placed on the right side near RX. 
At last, place the part of the instrument with thickness equal to 35 mm over the lower tool 
and command the fast closing of the mobile table standing outside the dangerous area. The 
press must stop and the upper tool must not touch the instrument. 
Repeat this test with the same modalities of the test above (5 plus 5 times). 
The adjustment of the device must be considered correct only if all the specified tests are 
passed. Otherwise the press-brake must not be absolutely used. 

 

15.5. Check of the Receiver LEDs 

Once energized, executed the check of the stop space (if RX is equipped with it) and 
correctly adjusted the device, in absence of interception of the detection area we must 
obtain the contemporary turn-on of the YELLOW-BLUE and the GREEN LEDs. Moreover, 
the BLUE LEDs, pointing out the selection of the operating mode 1, must be on. 

 
The interception of the detection area must cause the turn-on of the RED LED and the turn-
off of the YELLOW/BLUE and GREEN LEDs. 
 

 

Warning: 

If one of the LEDs was faulted, stop immediately the machine and 
call NUOVA ELETTRONICA to repair the device. 
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16. Maintenance 
 

 Cleaning of DSP LASER device 
Check that no incrustations, impurities or humidity drops settle on the emission and 
detection surfaces respectively of transmitter and receiver. In this case, use a soft and 
wet cloth. 

 

 
 

Cautions: 

 Do not use toxic or flammable substances or substances which 
can make opaque the front side of TX and/or RX where the 
laser beam is emitted and receive to clean the device. 

 

 Do not use water on the device. 

 

17. Troubleshooting guide 
 

LED PMSM blinks 

RED LED steady on 

Check of the stop space failed. 

Error of limitswitch PMSM. 

LED AV blinks 

RED LED steady on 

Check of the stop space failed.  

Error due to HIGH SPEED. 

LED VSA blinks 

RED LED steady on 

Check of the stop space failed.  

Error of limitswitch VSA. S.A. has become greater. 

Turn-on in sequence of LEDs: 

RED, GREEN and YELLO/BLUE 

DSP LASER with OSSD outputs in state OFF permanently 

Because operating from more than 30 consecutive hours. 

Only RED LED on Malfunction or absence of the synchronism signal. 

Turn-on in sequence of BLUE LEDs: 

RED and YELLOW LEDs on 

Malfunction on the inputs of the operating modes. 
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18. Removal of the device and re-installation after repair 
If DSP LASER presents a defect or a malfunction, and then must be disconnected from the 
machine to be repaired, act as described below (this procedure allows avoiding the 
disconnection of the cables, limiting the operation only to the unassembly of the component 
of the device to repair): 

 

 Disconnect the machine from the power grid; if present, AL module has been correctly 
inserted downstream the main switch (as described in the procedure of electrical 
connection), the device power supply will be automatically cut. 
If this has not been made, disconnect the AL module; moreover, at the re-installation, 
the connection must be modified according to what pointed out in the relevant 
chapter. 

 Disconnect mechanically TX and RX from the machine.  

 Remove the rear cover, as in Fig.18.1, both from TX and from RX, unscrewing the 
four screws. 

 Extract the 4-pole female connector from the male one welded on TX, those with 12 
and 3 poles from the corresponding male ones welded on RX. Extract even the 
female connector of the faston connection from the male connector anchored on the 
container of RX. TX and RX are separated from the machine. 

 
 

Fig.18.1 Removal of the rear cover 
 

 If present, disconnect electrically the AL module from the machine extracting the 
female connectors from the corresponding male ones welded on the printed circuit of 
AL. 

 If present, disconnect mechanically the AL module from the DIN rail where it is 
housed, removing the anchoring of the rail of the spring stop, with a screwdriver of 
proper size. 

 Send the three parts to the Manufacturer, according to what described in the chapter 
Warranty, pointing out the detected defect. 

 Before reconnecting the parts returned from the repair, be sure the machine is 
disconnected from the power supply. 

 Reconnect mechanically TX and RX to their own brackets and, if present, AL module 
to the DIN rail. 

 Insert the female connectors of TX, RX and, if present, AL module into the 
corresponding male connectors. 

 Put the rear cover to its place and, as from Fig.18.1, both on TX and RX, screw again 
the four screws. 

 Execute again the commissioning and test procedures described in the relevant chp. 
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19. Technical characteristics 
 

ELECTRICAL DATA 
 

 Power supply: 
Voltage: Direct 24Vdc or with ALdc module; 24Vac  or  230 Vac ±10% freq. 50 Hz / 60 
Hz with the use of AL1B and AL2B modules: 
Consumption with: Standard 10V/A - ALdc 14 V/A - AL1B 10 V/A - AL2B 14 V/A 

 Two solid state OSSD outputs 24Vcc 100mA. Standard or with AL1B 

 Two OSSD outputs realized with force-guided relays with 1 NA contact each one. 
Maximum load switchable for each pair of contacts:  2 A for 24 Vac/dc. The outputs 
must be protected with fuses of the type indicated in the connection diagram. For 
inductive loads, it is necessary to install an arc switch-off device in parallel to the load. 

 Clamps extractable on TX, RX and AL for cables up to 0,75 mm2. Cable section area 
suggested: TX  4x0,75  RX 16x0,22. 

 
 

OPTICAL DATA 
 

 Laser light source visible 650 nm 

 Beam divergence: <  0,2 mrad  

 Laser classification: class 1 M 

 Dimensions of laser beam at TX output: 
Complex geometrical figure contained in a rectangle area 48mm X 24 mm 

 Maximum operating distance in standard atmosphere and absolute absence of fine dust: 
15 m 

 Operating distance suggested: 0,5 ÷ 8 metres in normal industrial environment  
 
 

GENERAL DATA 
 

 Feedback time: 5 ms with AL1B; 15ms with AL2B and ALdc 

 Detection capacity of the central and front area: >14mm 

 Protection level of the cases: Transmitter and Receiver: IP 65 - AL: IP 20 

 Operating temperature: from 0°C a 50°C 

 Material of the containers: 
TX and RX: painted aluminium, PVC reinforced with glass fibres, polycarbonate 
AL: NORLY UL94 V-0 

 Dimensions: 
TX and RX(fairlead and cable excluded): 192 mm x 128 mm x 81 mm  
AL1B and AL2B: 88mm x 87mm x 53mm 

 Mass 
TX (with fairlead but cable ext.): about 1250 g  
RX (with fairlead but cable ext.): about 1150 g  
AL1B: about 420 g  
AL2B: about 455 g 

 Maximum standard length of the connection cable of TX and RX to the electrical board: 
20m 
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20. CE Declarations of conformity 
 

DICHIARAZIONE  DI CONFORMITÀ 
(LINGUA ORIGINALE) 

ai sensi dell’Allegato II A della Direttiva 2006/42/CE 
 

Noi, 
 

NUOVA ELETTRONICA s.n.c. di Pasqui F. & C. 

Via Santa Lucia, 40 – 06062 Città della Pieve – PG – Italy 
Cap. Soc. € 12.911,42 i.v.-Iscriz. Trib. Orvieto n. 808 – Iscr. C.C.I.A.A. P.I. C.F. 00656340544 

 
dichiariamo  sotto la nostra esclusiva responsabilità che il dispositivo optoelettronico: 

 
DSP LASER 

composto da: 
DSP LASER RX    mat: 
DSP LASER TX  mat: 

con anche: 
AL 1B   mat: 

oppure: 
AL 2B   mat: 
AL dc   mat: 

 
con la seguente funzione di sicurezza: 
 

PROTEZIONE CONTRO L’ACCESSO FRONTALE ALL’AREA DEGLI STAMPI DI PRESSE PIEGATRICI 

 
è conforme alle disposizioni delle seguenti direttive: 
 
- Direttiva Macchine 2006/42/CE 
- Direttiva Compatibilità Elettromagnetica 2014/35/UE 

 
Persona giuridica stabilita nella Comunità Europea, autorizzata a costituire il fascicolo tecnico: 

 
NUOVA ELETTRONICA s.n.c. di Pasqui F. & C. 

Via Santa Lucia, 40 – 06062 Città della Pieve – PG – Italy 
Cap. Soc. € 12.911,42 i.v.- Iscriz. Trib. Orvieto n. 808 – Iscr. C.C.I.A.A. P.I. C.F. 00656340544 

 
è conforme al modello sottoposto ad esame CE del tipo, che ha ottenuto la certificazione 
CE n° 17CMAC0010 r00 rilasciata il 31/03/2017 dal seguente organismo notificato: 

 
I.C.E.P.I. S.p.A. (Istituto Certificazione Europea Prodotti Industriali) 

Via Paolo Belizzi, 29/31/33 - 29122 Piacenza - Italy 
Numero di identificazione 0066 

 
Inoltre sono state applicate le seguenti: 
 
norme armonizzate 

 

 EN 61496-1:2014 

 EN 61496-2:2014 

 EN ISO 13849-1:2015 

 EN 12622:2014 
 
 

Città Della Pieve, 31/03/2017 

 


